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Leads Atlantic to Another Industry Innovation.
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The first generation worked, but because the
blades were perpendicular to the tube, the
impact of the cut was so great t-hat the tool
•broke down a lot. So Bob redesigned the
cutter to be.:more likea pair of.scissor blades,...
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Tip is an ASME designed pressure sensing device that, when installed
a Condenser, measures the back pressure at that point. Its design breaks
up the
steam so it doesn't affect the readings. When they got hard to find,
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another location. The Eliminator does the
same job with two persons, saving time and
money. It revolutionized the way we do
business. Today everything is done right at
the tubesheet.
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Fact: Atlanti¢'s first patent was in
1990 and our latest is July 2005 for
the S-Flex II hardware.

Lead Tool Tech

Originally from Manila in the Philippines,
June emigrated to America and applied
to work as a janitor, at Atlantic. That didn't
last long as he was soon promoted to
Tool Tech. As a tool tech, June conducts
pull-out tests and implements the recommendations that the Plant Engineer
and Atlantic have for conducting retubing at the plant.
What is the

trouble-shooting a
condenser, June is shooting photographs.
When he's

not

He shoots with an old-school Nikon F-2.
He particularly likes to use the fish-eye
or wide-angle lenses.
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•ce the tests are done. You have to
for anything. Every stage of a
presents challenges that must
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y and integrity in your work. That's
tism. From the start of the job,
e way to the end, we're all responsifor quality control. That's why we're
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Atlantic's Lead Tool Tech, June Floranza

continually innovating modifying our
meet challenges that we face
daily. A satisfied customer will always call
tools to

you back.

job•:

What's the secret to a successful
Sometimes it's the first time that the
plant people have seen us work. That

see

what

actually

goes into

a

job

after the tests and the recommendations
are put into the book. Every job is
different and it's a collective effort. From
the project manager, the plant engineer,
to the office staff and us, the guys in the
field. It's the exchange of ideas that
makes a successful job.

Meet Bob Arnold

industry in 1982, workin Direct Sales wi•h
25 other reps. One day he was given a
choice; "Unemployment or Rep and see if
you can make it." The company had done
their due diligence and let go 18 sales
people, leaving eight to cover the
country as independent reps. Bob was
one of the lucky eicjht.
He first met Atlantic during a retubincj
job at Mystic • in Charlestown, MA.
Ecolaire was pi•ching a new condenser
to be put in place. They lost the job to
Bob started in the

ing for Ecolaire, Inc,

Atlantic.

shou d learn more about
as there seemed to be a ot of
work," he says affably. % lot of the plants
were getting some age on them, and
retubincj was more cost-efficient."
"1 realized

retubincj

One of the guys who had been with
Ecolaire started talking to Atlantic and all
eight of them wound up repping. Not all
of them stayed th.rough the years, as
Bob has done. More than a few things
have changed.
He explains
you showed

"Starting out in this business,
some intelligence and
knowledge of the industry-- the do's and
don't's and you won the jobs. Atlantic's
experience made it an easy sale. Over the
years the people at the plants, the
engineers and maintenance people, have
.dwindled and the utilities started looking
for more capabilities from their suppliers.
Once purchasing got involved in the
buying decision, it became a commodity.
But Atlantic still holds a very strong
position because of their capabilities
and experience•':.
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proposal... 'Got it?

printer

was ever

Bob Arnold

It turns out that the proposal was 18_5
pages long over a 1/2" thick.
sure we'll get the order,"
Bob laughs. "Experience sells and we
made it easy to say 'here's why you
should hire us."

"1 feel pretty

Where does he see the industry going?
"Well in our part of the world, we've
done 'em all. There are maybe a half
dozen condensers left and they're all
small; we can be in and out before they
even know it."
For Bob, the best thing about
with Atlantic has been having
our

expertise.

When asked to eave us with a few Words
of Wisdom gathered over his long career
he quickly boiled it down to the basics.

early. Stay late. You've got to
everybody.
Listen and learn from
cover
those with the expertise. Get to know
everybody."
"Come

Bob Arnold covers the New England
He wil retire this year.
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